UWEG Tank Cleaning: Terms & Conditions
1. Scope
UWEG carries out the tank cleaning based on its corporate technical know-how,
according to the written information provided on the order form with regard to type,
extent and cleaning requirements. Particular instructions are to be given in writing
and will be carried out at the client’s risk. UWEG takes no responsibility for anything
other then the correct cleaning process.

2. Disclaimer
UWEG cannot be held responsible for residue-free cleaning of tank parts, drains,
hoses, pipes,etc. which are not visible. UWEG will not assume liability for any
subsequent damage to products which were loaded after cleaning, caused by any
cleaning deficiency.

3. Deficiencies
The client’s employee (usually the driver) is obliged to write down any deficiency
right after termination of the cleaning process in the designated paragraph of the
cleaning certificate. With his signature the customer confirms that the final
inspection resulted in no objections.
Claims which arise at a later date and have not been noted immadiately after
cleaning on the cleaining certificate – irrespective of the legal grounds – will not be
considered.
The liability of UWEG due to wilful action or gross negligence remains unaffected.

4. Damage
The customer will be available for all damage or loss on the UWEG premises incurred
by ist empoyees, vehicles and items to be cleaned. The customer is particularly liable
for all damage or loss suffered by UWEG based on false information (e.g. concerning
the previously loaded product.) or by non-disclosure of relevant information.

5. Final inspection
The final inspection includes innertank surface, manhole lid, manhole box , valves,
valve boxes, drain boxes, drain tubes and removal of product adherances. All items
are – as far as visible – clean. The driver has to convince himself, that the tank has
been cleaned properly and confirmes this with his signature on the cleaning
certificate.

6. Court of jurisdiction, applicable law
Court of jurisdiction: Wels, Austria;
Applicable law: Austrian Law

